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INTERCONTINENTAL PENETRATION FORCES
(INTERPEN)
NM

ReBule to Miami 10/16/61, and report of SA ROBERT JAMES DWYER dated 10/4/61, at Miami.

GERALD PATRICK HEMMING, and MM 639-S, on 10/19/61, advised that JOE GARMAN, ROBERT SULLIVAN, (FNU) STEPHANICH, and 3 others, identities unknown, were arrested at Davie, Fla., during the end of June, 1961, on vagrancy charges. Other than GARMAN, these persons were standing by in Miami to join Interpen, were not active in Interpen, and are no longer in Miami. HEMMING said he only met them a couple of times, vaguely recalls them, and does not know their names. Miami will attempt to identify these individuals through police records.

Concerning the information furnished by JOSE M. GONZALEZ HERNANDEZ, and set forth in referenced report the original FD-302s are contained in Miami file 105-3973-13 in case entitled "GERALD PATRICK HEMMING, IS - CUBA".

HEMMING interviewed on 10/19/61, denied making a trip to Cuba in 8/61. On 10/20/61, Miami office located the Cuban fishing boat which took HEMMING to Cuba. The Captain and 2 crewmen furnished details of the trip and identified HEMMING and 2 of GUTIERREZ MENOYO's men as 3 of the passengers who went along on the trip.